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O

n May 14th 2008, The Viipuri Prize,

ranta University of Technology. The Prize,

established by the Society for Viipuri

10 000 euros, is given every second year to a

School of Economics, was awarded

scholar who is among the most prominent in his

to Professor Sidney G. Winter at the Lappeen-

or her field of study on a global scale, and has

1 The Viipuri Award ceremony was held in association with the Doctoral Promotion at Lappeenranta University of Technology. Professor Winter received an Honorary Doctorate (School of Business) for his outstanding academic achievements.
Sidney G. Winter is Deloitte and Touche Professor of Management at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.
After receiving his Master’s degree in 1957 and PhD in 1964 at the Yale University, he has worked on public policy issues as
a Research Economist at the RAND corporation and later as Chief Economist of the U.S. General Accounting Office. Before
Wharton he has held a professorship of economics and management at Yale and has also taught at the University of California, Berkeley and at the University of Michigan.
   The publications of Sidney Winter cover research issues and areas especially in the fields of organizational knowledge
and co-evolution of firms and industries. His well-known and very widely cited book An Evolutionary Theory of Economic
Change, co-authored with Richard Nelson (Nelson & Winter 1982), explains how firms and industries change over time
through an evolutionary process. A central theme in the scientific production of Sidney Winter is the nature and use of
knowledge in an organization. Where the knowledge resides in an organization, how it is used in production and decisionmaking and the essence and roles of organizational routines and capabilities – these are some of the focal research issues of
Sidney Winter.
   Sidney Winter has his background in economics but his research interests have covered a large spectrum of issues from
decision-making rules to the dynamics of the techno-economic development of industries. Professor Winter approaches the
strategy and management issues from the viewpoint of evolutionary economics taking realism as his starting point in the
analysis when opening up the dynamics of technological and economic change and demonstrating the challenges that firms
meet when trying to cope with change. His contribution has had an impact especially on strategic management research and
organization theory.
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also had a great impact on the research carried

entific rigor leads to higher towers, but the chal-

out at LUT School of Business. During the award

lenge of relevance is that the problems of the

ceremony Professor Winter gave a lecture on

real world do not necessarily conveniently

the topic The Nearsighted Watchmakers: Un-

place themselves exactly where the towers of

derstanding Evolutionary Progress in Technology

strong knowledge are. Instead they frequently

and Organization.

embrace large areas, or even fall into places
where there are no towers at all. Therefore, in-

Nearsighted Watchmakers and
Rigor and Relevance of Research

telligent and effective decision-makers try to

In his Viipuri Lecture, Professor Winter ex-

little strands and foot bridges at high levels

plained the background of the half-century de-

among the individual towers in order to hook

velopment of evolutionary theory in strategic

up available knowledge, so that it would be

management, and its points of departure from

more relevant to the actual problem. It is easy

the original Darwinian theory. The evolutionary

to be in favor of rigor, in the sense of “fewer

progress in biology is blind, unconscious and

weak structures in the towers, please.” How-

automatic, taking place without any element of

ever, so much of the real action is not about the

intentionality. Therefore, if there is a designer or

height of the tower, but the quality of the little

a creator, namely, the watchmaker, he must be

foot bridges that decision-makers have to con-

blind. However, managers and engineers can

struct. And that is an art form – the art of man-

intentionally manipulate things in organizations

agement. Professor Winter summarized the is-

to produce novelty, and seek profit in doing so.

sue by saying that “the hard part of the rigor and

To a limited extent, they can test their proposals

relevance problem is, how you advance the art

to see if they work locally. However, they can-

of practical decision-making, given that it so of-

not reliably predict the consequences of efforts

ten must draw on something vague called judg-

in large-scale implementation; hence, they are

ment and general intelligence, to hook up the

nearsighted watchmakers. Therefore, variety is

existing knowledge in a useful way?”

detect where the towers are and construct shaky

a crucial factor in evolutionary processes,
shaped by intentional activities, experimenta-

Interview with Sidney Winter

tion and learning.

Question: If you look back, what kinds of in-

In his presentation, Professor Winter used
a metaphor of cardboard with pins and thumb-
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sights or research findings have been the most
important ones?

tacks to describe the structure of knowledge and

SW: There are a number of things that ac-

the problem of rigor and relevance in research.

tually happened after the publication of the

The cardboard referred to the problems of real-

1982 book. One is the research in psychology,

ity, whereas the pins and thumbtacks represent-

but which was introduced into this discussion,

ed the extent of knowledge of that domain, the

primarily by Michael Cohen, on the basis of

height showing the strength of knowledge. There

skilled habitual behavior. In trying to construct

are clusters of pins and sticks of varying heights

an alternative story about effectiveness in the

– little sporadic towers of reasonably strong

world, we had come to the view that the choice

knowledge – in the large field of ignorance. Sci-

and deliberation oriented scheme of standard
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economics was a very incomplete rendering of

was an account of how variety originated. So

what made for effectiveness in the world, and

the NK modeling system, especially as revealed

that skill was an alternative model of what made

in that article, tells about how variety naturally

for effectiveness in the world, and we built that

arises as a consequence of path-dependent

idea into the book; first at the individual level,

learning and systems, where correct answers to

and then at the organizational level. But we re-

questions cannot be laid down in advance.

ally did not have any idea at the time that we

With those three contributions, we ac-

had a strong physiological basis for our views,

quired one very strong reinforcement of a posi-

and in fact, the human brain is organized in a

tion we’d already taken, and two vastly impor-

way that is different for what is called skill

tant supplements to an existing stand, and these,

memory or procedural memory than declarative

in my view, just made a tremendous contribu-

memory. So Cohen led the way in bringing that

tion to its credibility.

into the discussion in the simple experimental

Question: How do you see the relation-

scheme in his 1994 paper with Bacdayan2.

ship between economics and research on stra-

When the psychological evidence referenced in

tegic management? What do they have to give

that article came to our attention, we knew that

to each other?

we had a stronger foundation than we had really imagined.

SW: I think there is a great deal more to
strategic management research than economics

Another important thing was the industry

can ever provide. But, you would hope in prin-

evolution angle, which we had really seriously

ciple that the economics that did feed into stra-

missed in our book. We had not really featured

tegic management research was appropriately

the point that the really vivid examples of the

directed to the problems of strategic manage-

evolutionary struggle in the economic realm

ment. And, I think, abstracting from the part of

come in the early years of industries, when you

the contribution the evolutionary economics

have a lot of variety and when the positions are

has made there, the story is kind of disappoint-

not yet established. When that point was put

ing: a lot of the economics that was fed into

forward, primarily by Steven Klepper who point-

strategic management research was not very ap-

ed out the way these historical developments

propriate to the domain of application. Econom-

typically take place, it was a huge insight and a

ics, in its microeconomic portion, seeks to un-

huge contribution to the credibility of the over-

derstand pricing and allocation in the system as

all program3.

a whole. That is its basic task. And the assump-

To add one more, my colleague Daniel

tions that it makes in the interest of getting on

Levinthal introduced the so-called NK modeling

with that work, are not appropriate assumptions

technique into organization theory4. And that,

for an inquiry into who prospers and who does

although not empirical, provided us with an-

not prosper in the process. They, quite reason-

other thing that was very badly missing, which

ably, at one level, abstract from crucial ques219

2 Cohen and Bacdayan (1994)
3 Klepper and Graddy (1990), Klepper (1996)
4 Levinthal (1997)
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tions that are relevant to the question of who

sity as a research organization, what routines

prospers and who does not prosper. And so, in

would you consider to be the most important

my view, the ordinary mainstream foundations

ones?

of strategy are as yet poorly articulated and

SW: Let me back off a long way from the

there is an important contribution still to be

question. This is a point of difference between

made in making that connection. And that is

myself and former Viipuri Prize winner Jim

only the start, because then I would say that all

March. Jim March has famously written on uni-

the evolutionary qualifications to that story

versities, in a couple of different ways, about

would have to be acknowledged as well. The

presidents, and also on the so-called garbage

strategic management subject obviously has a

can model. My view of that is that when Jim

very large economic component, but so far, in

looks at a university as an organization, if you

terms of the contribution, I would say that the

judge by the kinds of things he’s focused on, he

surface has barely been scratched.

is looking at the faculty. The people that I see

Question: If you were now in the begin-

through my lens are these people who are de-

ning of your doctoral studies and trying to

partmental administrators. They are the non-

choose the topic for your dissertation, what

academic top staff people, who stay in those

topic would you take? What are the most rele-

positions for long periods of time. Chairmen of

vant or most interesting issues in the evolution-

departments come and go, and those people

ary economics framework, or in strategic man-

stay. And those people make everything hap-

agement, from your perspective?

pen, of the crucial practical kind. They essen-

SW: That’s a very difficult question to an-

tially assure the reproduction of the behaviors

swer, because I see a big spectrum of possibili-

that were they not reproduced would be a no-

ties there. So, there is opportunity, for example,

toriously embarrassing signal that the institution

if you want to go off in the direction pioneered

was not doing its job. So, there is that very basic

by Cohen, to go off into the psychological and

level performance that you get in a university,

neurological foundations of the relevant deci-

and those particular people in the structure, are

sion-making model. But, I think that one of the

essentially the custodians of the fundamental

problems that is, so to speak, sitting there on the

routines that reproduce those performances.

table, and has been sitting there for a while, is

Now, you could argue that everything that is

to understand the historical dynamics that form

interesting to us is somewhere else than that,

industries from a wealth creation point of view.

except in the cases when you’re in an organiza-

I think it is a little startling that in strategic man-

tion where that is not being competently done.

agement the orientation to wealth creation is as

That’s the usual story with routines. As long as

feeble as it is. We don’t seem to be very inter-

it’s competently done, it easily fades into the

ested in the question of who it was that walked

background.

away from the episode with the great fortune

Next, when getting closer to our domains

and why did that happen. I think that is a huge

of interest, it’s clearly the promotion system. It’s

area of opportunity.

the recruiting, and the promotion, that is funda-

Question: Routines are one central con-

mentally shaping these institutions, and what

struct of your work. In the context of the univer-

they do in the long run, and so that’s where you
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should look. For example the practices of pro-

entirely accurately appreciated. I would still

motion to tenure seem to do inadequate justice,

take the stand that if you want to know what the

sometimes to the candidate, and more funda-

organization is going to do next year, you should

mentally to the scientific issues that are raised

examine carefully its existing routines, and as-

by the candidate’s work: Is that good work, is

sume that these routines will not change. I don’t

that not good work? Why do we know? How do

think that it’s a uniformly reliable prediction,

we decide? I always feel frustrated by the short-

that the routines won’t change, nor would I rec-

ness of the discussions of those questions.

ommend to an organization that it should not

Question: In biology, evolutionary theo-

change its routines. But, on the basic prediction

ries are better in explaining what has happened

question, I think, you can observe the past, as a

than predicting the future. How do you see it in

record, you can ask what explains the way they

evolutionary theories in social sciences, do we

behaved in the past, and you can extrapolate

have possibilities to predict the future? Or will

into the future on the basis of that record. I think

it be possible some day?

that is a pretty strong scientific approach to the

SW: The overwhelming lesson, of the entire twentieth century, in science and the phi-

prediction task, although I don’t expect it to be
uniformly successful.

losophy of science, is to tell you that you should

Question: So, do you think that predic-

not have great confidence in your ability to pre-

tion should be the goal that we should try to

dict the future. And, this goes even for the most

strive for? It seems that all the companies want

well established theories, as well as for more

the university researchers to examine what the

preliminary attempts, such as we have in eco-

future will be like, and how the companies

nomics. So, if you really mean predicting the

could be prepared. Basically they are looking

future in any kind of position, then I think I

for a crystal ball. From their perspective, that

would say, you need to look at what exactly

would be relevant. Are they asking for the im-

happened in the twentieth century. To take one

possible?

example of that history, the understanding of

SW: Well, I think that is true. From a sci-

non-linear dynamics, chaos theory and so on,

entific point of view, I understand the term pre-

gives us a perspective, where we understand

diction to mean a statement with testable con-

that seemingly reliable laws can have transition

tent with respect to future observation. That

phases and go into some different mode en-

means that prediction includes a statement to

tirely, and you can do that with the simplest

say “the following kind of constellation of things

kinds of dynamic equations. It’s a change of

will never happen.” So, that is a very long way

mindset to understand that something that looks

from the kind of point prediction that the com-

like so reliable, can fail, and it fails for its own

panies or other decision makers would like. It

reasons, not for external reasons. That’s just one

says: here are the logically possible alternatives;

example of the things that undercut any confi-

these are off the table, that’s the claim of my

dence in your ability to predict.

theory; that will never happen. Now, that is a

That said… this gives me an opportunity

prediction from the scientific point of view. It

to comment on this point about the role of rou-

has content and it could be wrong. And I think

tines from the evolutionary theory, which is not

from the scientific point of view, a lot of the
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valuable predictions that we can make are es-

some sense, on the frontier of the practice of

sentially of that character. So, I do agree at some

deploying intelligence effectively in their deci-

deep level with essentially a Popperian view of

sion- making. An example, which comes to

the philosophy of science that says what it’s

mind, related to this credit crunch problem is

about is making statements that could be wrong,

that Goldman Sachs somehow managed to bail

and having them turn out not to be wrong. That’s

out of this problem, noticeably earlier than oth-

what it’s about, statements with content, state-

ers, and in fact, I think they overall profited from

ments that are checkable. This means that there

the episode. The question is why was that? Was

might be a lot of predictions that are scientifi-

that luck? I doubt it. I think that was something

cally valuable and strong, but are not of much

about the organization, something about its cul-

use to decision makers. That brings in another

ture, something about its management, and I

point, which is quite appropriate from a strictly

think it would be very interesting to understand

academic science point of view: attention goes

why. 

to the areas where science can be practiced in
an effective way. So, my example is the fruit fly
principle; if you study fruit flies in order to understand genetics, and that’s the best way to
understand genetics, you are right to study fruit
flies. That’s where you can practice science.
Sooner or later the useful practical understanding may follow, but not right away.
Question: What would be an ideal organization for you at the moment to study?
SW: I have this belief that social science
and human intelligence could be applied vastly
more effectively to organizational functioning.
I’d like to look at organizations which are, in
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